
	

	

Care Bears Series 
Bedtime Bear Tummy Badge 

 SC/DC Written Directions 
Original Graph & Directions Copyright GataRoo Graphs 2017 

 
This graph is designed to be worked in single crochet (SC) or double crochet (DC), from bottom right to top. 

 
To determine gauge, crochet a 4” sample square using your desired hook and yarn.   
If your square is closest to: 
6 stitches x 7 rows – read these directions exactly as is, following directional guides  

[1 block = yarn it takes you to make 1 stitch x 1 row] 
12 stitches x 7 rows – double every stitch count (10 becomes 20) and work each row only once, following directional guides 

[1 block = yarn it takes you to make 2 stitches x 1 row] 
12 stitches x 14 rows – double every stitch count (10 becomes 20) and work each row twice à the first time, read the 
directions normally (left to right); the second time, read the directions in reverse (right to left).  Disregard directional guides in 
written instructions.  Pay close attention to which side of the graph you are on and make sure you start at the right place in 
the written directions.  

[1 block = yarn it takes you to make 2 stitches x 2 rows] 
 
Red Heart Yarn Chart: 

	
	
 
 
 
 



	

	

To estimate the amount of yarn you’ll need: 
1. Crochet one block (as determined above). 
2. Pull out and measure (in inches) the amount of yarn you used.  Do not include the tail.  This is your 

“____inches/block”. 
3. Follow the formula below. “_____ blocks” is found in the chart on p. 1.  You also need to know how many yards are in 

each of your skeins.  This information can be found on the tag on your yarn. 
4. **Note: this formula is an estimation.  It should get you very close to the correct amount of yarn you’ll need.  

Remember to account for color changes when purchasing yarn. 
 
Necessary skeins formula: 
 
(________ blocks x ________ inches/block) 
----------------------------------------------------------  = ______ feet of yarn needed 

12  
 

 _____ feet of yarn 
-------------------------------------  = _________ yards needed 

    3  
 

____________ yards needed 
-------------------------------------------- = ___________ skeins needed 
____________ yards per skein 
 
 
 
How to read these directions: 
Row # (direction you are working): {Color abbreviation} x # of stitches, END 
 
 
 



	

	

Row 1 (<<) :{TQ} x9, {BL} x12, {TQ} x9,END 
Row 2 (>>) :{TQ} x7, {BL} x16, {TQ} x7,END 
Row 3 (<<) :{TQ} x6, {BL} x18, {TQ} x6,END 
Row 4 (>>) :{TQ} x5, {BL} x5, {WH} x10, {BL} x5, {TQ} x5,END 
Row 5 (<<) :{TQ} x4, {BL} x5, {WH} x12, {BL} x5, {TQ} x4,END 
Row 6 (>>) :{TQ} x3, {BL} x4, {WH} x16, {BL} x4, {TQ} x3,END 
Row 7 (<<) :{TQ} x2, {BL} x3, {WH} x5, {TQ} x10, {WH} x5, {BL} x3, {TQ} x2,END 
Row 8 (>>) :{TQ} x1, {BL} x3, {WH} x5, {TQ} x12, {WH} x5, {BL} x3, {TQ} x1,END 
Row 9 (<<) :{TQ} x1, {BL} x2, {WH} x5, {TQ} x14, {WH} x5, {BL} x2, {TQ} x1,END 
Row 10 (>>) :{BL} x3, {WH} x4, {TQ} x16, {WH} x4, {BL} x3,END 
Row 11 (<<) :{BL} x2, {WH} x4, {TQ} x10, {BL} x2, {TQ} x6, {WH} x4, {BL} x2,END 
Row 12 (>>) :{BL} x2, {WH} x3, {TQ} x6, {BL} x1, {TQ} x2, {BL} x1, {TQ} x10, {WH} x3, {BL} x2,END 
Row 13 (<<) :{BL} x2, {WH} x3, {TQ} x20, {WH} x3, {BL} x2,END 
Row 14 (>>) :{BL} x2, {WH} x3, {TQ} x14, {WH} x4, {TQ} x2, {WH} x3, {BL} x2,END 
Row 15 (<<) :{BL} x2, {WH} x3, {TQ} x1, {WH} x7, {TQ} x8, {BL} x1, {TQ} x3, {WH} x3, {BL} x2,END 
Row 16 (>>) :{BL} x2, {WH} x3, {TQ} x2, {BL} x1, {TQ} x1, {BL} x1, {TQ} x2, {BL} x1, {TQ} x3, {WH} x12, {BL} x2,END 
Row 17 (<<) :{BL} x2, {WH} x12, {TQ} x2, {BL} x1, {TQ} x1, {BL} x1, {TQ} x6, {WH} x3, {BL} x2,END 
Row 18 (>>) :{BL} x2, {WH} x3, {TQ} x10, {WH} x13, {BL} x2,END 
Row 19 (<<) :{BL} x2, {WH} x5, {BY} x2, {WH} x1, {BY} x2, {WH} x3, {TQ} x10, {WH} x3, {BL} x2,END 
Row 20 (>>) :{BL} x2, {WH} x4, {TQ} x9, {WH} x4, {BY} x3, {WH} x6, {BL} x2,END 
Row 21 (<<) :{BL} x2, {WH} x6, {BY} x3, {WH} x4, {TQ} x8, {WH} x5, {BL} x2,END 
Row 22 (>>) :{BL} x3, {WH} x5, {TQ} x7, {WH} x3, {BY} x5, {WH} x4, {BL} x3,END 
Row 23 (<<) :{TQ} x1, {BL} x3, {WH} x5, {BY} x1, {WH} x4, {TQ} x7, {WH} x5, {BL} x3, {TQ} x1,END 
Row 24 (>>) :{TQ} x1, {BL} x4, {WH} x5, {TQ} x7, {WH} x2, {TQ} x2, {WH} x4, {BL} x4, {TQ} x1,END 
Row 25 (<<) :{TQ} x2, {BL} x3, {WH} x5, {TQ} x9, {WH} x6, {BL} x3, {TQ} x2,END 
Row 26 (>>) :{TQ} x3, {BL} x4, {WH} x6, {TQ} x6, {WH} x4, {BL} x4, {TQ} x3,END 
Row 27 (<<) :{TQ} x4, {BL} x6, {WH} x10, {BL} x6, {TQ} x4,END 
Row 28 (>>) :{TQ} x5, {BL} x20, {TQ} x5,END 
Row 29 (<<) :{TQ} x6, {BL} x18, {TQ} x6,END 
Row 30 (>>) :{TQ} x8, {BL} x14, {TQ} x8,END 


